NJROTC STUDY GUIDE

CADET
Petty Officer 2nd Class

***This study guide is an exact copy of the PARS card and may not cover everything
or may have more information than that is on the advancement exam. Cadets are
still expected to use their CFMs and CRMs for more information and ask other
cadets.

General Orders to the Sentry
1. Take charge of this post and all government property in view.
2. Walk my post in a military manner, keeping always on the alert, and observing
everything that takes place within sight or hearing.
3. Report all violations of orders I am instructed to enforce.
4. Repeat all calls from any posts more distant from the guardhouse or the
quarter-deck than my own.
5. Quit my post only when properly relieved.
6. Receive, obey, and pass on to the sentry who relieves me, all orders from the
commanding officer, command duty officer, officer of the deck, and officers
and petty officers of the watch only.
7. Talk to no one except in the line of duty.
8. Give the alarm in case of fire or disorder.
9. Call the officer of the deck in any case not covered by instructions.
10. Salute all officers and all colors and standards not cased.
11. Be especially watchful at night, and during the time for challenging, challenge
all persons on or near my post, and to allow no one to pass without proper
authority.
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Stationary Manual of Arms (DM-37/51)
GENERAL
1.

This Chapter is designed to provide standardized detailed instructions for the manual of arms, which
will be used for all NJROTC drill rifles.

2.

The balance is the center of your rifle (See figure 3-1.). In performing the manual of arms it is often
necessary to hold the rifle in your left hand for balance (See figure 3-2.). In so doing, the rifle is held
between the thumb and fingers. Include the sling in your grip. Keep your fingers straight and
together. Your thumb and fingers form a “U.”
3.

The position of the rifle known as “diagonally across the body” is as follows:
a.

The left hand is at the balance, with the thumb and fingers grasping the rifle and sling. To
do this, extend and join the fingers so as to form a “U” with the thumb.

b.

The barrel points up and is at such an angle that it bisects the juncture of the neck and
shoulder. The heel of the butt is on line with the right hip (figure 3-2).

c.

The rifle is held at a height that allows the right forearm to be parallel to the deck when the
small of the stock is grasped with the right hand.

d.

The distance of the rifle from the body depends upon your body’s natural position, but it
should be about 4 inches from your belt.

4.

The cadence for rifle movement is 112 to 120 counts per minute.

5.

While marching at double time, the rifle will be held across your body.

6.

The manual of arms for the rifle is taught while halted. However, to add interest to drill or lessen
fatigue, right (left) shoulder arms and port arms may be commanded when marching at quick time.
LOWER HAND GUARD

Figure 3-1a.--M1 Rifle Nomenclature.

3002. ORDER ARMS
1.

When halted, come to order arms when any of the following commands are given: “ATTENTION;
FALL IN; or Order, ARMS.” (See figure 3-3).

2.

At the command of execution, place the butt on the deck along the outer edge of the right shoe.
The toe of the butt is on line with the toe of the shoe. The rifle’s upper hand guard rests in a “V” formed by
your thumb and forefinger. All fingers are straight and joined. Your right hand and arm are behind the rifle.
This may cause a slight bend in your elbow. The tips of your thumb and forefinger are kept on line with the
front edge of the hand guard. Your right thumb should also be along the trouser seam. Except for your right
hand, the entire body is at attention.

Figure 3-3.—Order Arms. 3003.

TRAIL ARMS
1.

Trail arms is used for short-distance movements. If an order for a facing or a marching movement is
given while at order arms, automatically assume the position of trail arms on the command of execution.
Upon completion of the movement, return to order arms (see figure 3-4).

2.

The command is “Trail, ARMS.” It is given only from order arms. The movement is executed in one
count. On the command of execution ARMS, the rifle is raised vertically 3-inches off the deck. The wrist is
kept straight with the thumb along the seam of the trousers.

3.

On the command “Order, ARMS,” lower the rifle butt to the ground and resume the position of
order arms.

Figure 3-4.— Trail Arms.

REST POSITIONS
1.

Rest positions are commanded and executed the same as without arms, with the following
exceptions and additions:

2.

On the command PARADE, REST, move your left foot 12 inches to the left. The rifle butt is kept
against your right foot. The grasp of your right hand is moved up to the upper hand guard just below the
stacking swivel. The rifle rests in the "V" of the hand with the fingers joined and curled about the guard, the
thumb and forefinger touching. The barrel of the rifle is pushed forward until the right arm is straight and

the muzzle points forward and up. At the same time your left foot is moved, place the back of your left
hand in the small of your back with fingers and thumb together and palm facing to the rear. Parade rest will
also be assumed on the preparatory command to “ATTENTION,” if not already at parade rest (see figure 35).
3.

On the command AT EASE, your right foot remains in place and the rifle is held as in parade rest
with your right arm slightly relaxed. You may not talk.

4.

On the command REST, your right foot remains in place and the rifle is held as in parade rest with
your right arm slightly relaxed. You may talk softly.

Figure 3-5.--Parade Rest.

PORT ARMS
1.

The purpose of this movement is to bring the rifle to a two-handed carry position. This is a twocount movement from order arms. It is executed when
halted at order arms. The command is “Port, ARMS.”
2.

On the command “ARMS,” and for the count of one, grasp the rifle with your right hand and raise it
diagonally across your chest until your right hand is in front of and slightly left of your face. The barrel is
positioned so that it bisects the angle where the neck and the left shoulder join. The elbow is held down
without strain and nearly touches the hand guard. Your right forearm is at an angle of approximately 45
degrees to the ground. On the same count, grasp the rifle at the balance with your left hand.

3.

On the second count, move your right hand from the upper hand guard to the small of the stock.
Both elbows should be against your sides with your right wrist and forearm straight and parallel to the
ground, upper arm in line with your body. Your rifle should be 4 inches in front of your body. Fingers are
joined and wrapped around the rifle, with the thumb wrapped around the opposite side. In the position of
port arms, the rifle is held across the body with the butt in front of the right hip (see figure 3-6).

Count one.

Count two.

Figure 3-6.--Port Arms.
3006.
1.

Present Arms

Present arms is another way of saluting when under arms. The movement can be executed from order
arms and port arms. The command is “Present, ARMS.”

2.

To present arms from order arms, is a two-count movement. On the command
“ARMS:”
a.
On the first count, raise the rifle to a position 4 inches in front of the center of your body,
sling away from you, barrel straight up. At the same time, grasp the balance with your left hand,
thumb on the lower hand guard, left wrist and forearm straight and parallel to the deck. Your
fingers are joined, and the sling is included in your grip.
b.

On the second count, grasp the small of the stock with your right hand, your fingers
extended and joined, pointing straight down the stock, thumb resting in the small of the stock. The
right arm is fully extended and straight. Elbows are held against your sides.

3.

From port arms. This is a one-count movement. Simply turn your rifle in your hands while at the same
time lowering it to the present arms position.

Count One

Count Two Side

Count Two Front

Figure 3-7 Present Arms
3007.

ORDER ARMS FROM PRESENT AND PORT ARMS

1.

The command is “Order, ARMS.” It is a three-count movement from either position and will be
executed the same way from each (see figure 3-8 a and b).

2.

At the command of execution, and for the count of one, move your right hand smartly from the
small of the stock to the upper hand guard. The elbow is held without strain and nearly touches the hand
guard.

3.

On the second count, release the balance with your left hand and lower the rifle to a point where
the butt is 3 inches from the deck, slightly to the right of your right toe, and the muzzle pointing straight up.
This is done while changing the grasp with the right hand to the “V” position of trail arms. While lowering
the rifle move your left hand, thumb and fingers are extended and joined, to a point near the stacking
swivel. This is merely to steady the rifle and position the toe of the rifle where it will need to be when
lowered. Keep your palm facing to the rear so it will not resemble a rifle salute. The left wrist and forearm
are straight.

4.

On the third count, return your left hand smartly back to your left side and lower the butt gently to
the deck. You are now at the position of order arms.

Figure 3-8 a.--Order Arms from Present.

Figure 3-8 b.--Order Arms form Port Arms

3008.

PORT ARMS FROM LEFT SHOULDER ARMS

1.

This is a two-count movement. The command is “Port, ARMS.”

2.

At the command of execution and for the first count, grasp the small of the stock with your right hand.
The right arm is held down without strain.

3.

For the second count, release the butt with your left hand. At the same time, bring the rifle across
your body and grasp the balance with your left hand as in port arms (See figure 3-9).

Figure 3-9.--Port Arms from Left Shoulder Arms.
3009.

ORDER ARMS FROM LEFT SHOULDER ARMS

1.

This is a five-count movement executed only while halted at the position of
attention. The command is “Order, ARMS.”
2.

On the first and second count, come to port arms as described in steps one and two of paragraphs
3008.2 and 3.

3.

On counts three, four and five, come to order arms as described in order arms from port arms steps,
two, three and four, paragraphs 3007.2 through 3007.4.

3010. LEFT SHOULDER ARMS FROM PORT ARMS
1. This is a two-count movement. The command is “Left Shoulder, ARMS.”
2. Come to left shoulder arms as described in steps three and four of left shoulder arms from order arms,

paragraph 3017.3 and 3017.4.
3011. INSPECTION ARMS

With the M-1 Garand
This is a FOUR-COUNT movement. The command is “Inspection, ARMS.”
1 and 2. On counts one and two, come to port arms.
3. On count three, drop your head and look at the cartridge chamber of the rifle.
4. On count four, raise your head smartly to the position of attention (see figure 3-10).

Execute Inspection Arms with

the Daisy Drill Rifle using the following procedures:

Inspection Arms from Order Arms is a FIVE-COUNT movement. The command is Inspection, ARMS.
1 and 2. On the command of execution ARMS,execute Port Arms in two counts.
3. On count three, grasp the bolt handle with the thumb and forefinger of the right hand, rotate the handle

upward and draw the bolt back.
4. On count four, lower the head and eyes and visually inspect the magazine.
5. On count five, return the head and eyes to the front as in the Position of Attention, and come to Inspection

Arms.
Port, ARMS is the only command given from Inspection Arms. On the command Port, push the bolt forward and
rotate the handle down locking the bolt in place, then release the grasp of the right hand and regrasp the small of the
stock with the right forefinger on the trigger. On the command ARMS, pull the trigger {it will not move} and resume
Port Arms

Count one.

Count two.

Count three.

Count four.

Figure 3-11.—-Right Shoulder Arms from Order Arms.

PORT ARMS FROM RIGHT SHOULDER ARMS

1. This is a two-count movement. The command is “Port, ARMS.”
2. At the command of execution and for the first count, smartly snatch down on the butt of the
rifle with your right hand so that the rifle will spring from your shoulder. At the same time as it
leaves your shoulder, smartly twist the butt clockwise one-quarter turn with your wrist so the
rifle will fall diagonally in front of your chest, barrel up. Keep your head still. Keep your grip on
the butt. Raise your left hand smartly to catch the rifle at the balance four inches in front of
your chest, right arm nearly extended with your elbow close to your body.
3. On the second count, move your right hand to the small of the stock and assume the position of
port arms.

Right Shoulder Arms

One

Two

Figure 3-12.—-Port Arms from Right Shoulder Arms.
ORDER ARMS FROM RIGHT SHOULDER ARMS
1. This movement is executed in four counts. The command is “Order, ARMS.”
2. On “ARMS”: first count, remove the rifle from your shoulder in the same manner as described in
paragraph 3014.2.

3. On the second count, smartly grasp the upper hand guard with your right hand, elbow held
without strain and nearly touching the hand guard.
4. On counts three and four, come to order arms as described in order arms from port arms steps
two and three, paragraph 3007.3 and 3007.4
3016.

RIGHT SHOULDER ARMS FROM PORT ARMS

1.

This is a three-count movement. The command is “Right Shoulder, ARMS.”

2.

At the command of execution and for the first count, release the small of the stock and grip the
heel of the butt between the thumb and index finger of your right hand. Your thumb and index
finger touch. Your remaining fingers are joined and wrap around the rifle butt.

3.

On the second and third counts, complete the movement as described under right shoulder arms
from order arms, paragraph 3013.3 and .4 of this manual.

3017.

LEFT SHOULDER ARMS FROM ORDER ARMS

1.

This is a four-count movement. The command is “Left Shoulder, ARMS.”

2.

On counts one and two, come to the position of port arms.

3.

On the third count, release the balance with your left hand and place the rifle on your left shoulder
with your right hand. Your right wrist and forearm are straight and held down without strain. At
the same time grasp the heel of the butt. Your thumb and index finger touch on top of the stock.
The remaining fingers are joined and wrap around the rifle butt. The rifle is at a 45-degree angle to
the deck, and the sights up. Keep the rifle pointing directly fore and aft. Your left elbow is against
your side, your left forearm is straight and parallel to the deck, upper arm in line with your back.

4.

Drop your right hand smartly to your side (see figure 3-13).

Order Arms

Count One

Count Two

Count Three Count Four

Figure 3-13.--Left Shoulder Arms from Order Arms
3018.
1.

RIFLE SALUTES

The purpose of this movement is to render a salute to persons or colors, when not in formation
nor posted as a sentry. It is a one-count movement, executed when halted at order arms, trail arms, or
when halted or marching at right or left shoulder arms. This movement may be executed from order
arms, trail arms or
right (left) shoulder arms. The command is “Rifle SALUTE.”

a.

Order arms. On the command
“SALUTE,” you move the left arm smartly
across your body with your forearm and wrist
straight, fingers extended and joined, thumb
along the hand with the palm down. The first
joint of your forefinger touches the barrel just
above the stacking swivel. When not in ranks,
your head turns toward the person or colors
you are saluting. On the command “Ready,
TWO,” return your hand smartly to your side.

b.

Trail arms. The movements are
identical as for order arms except that the
butt of the rifle is held 3 inches off the ground
at the trail position.

c.

Right (left) shoulder arms. Your left
(right) arm moves across the body, fingers extended and joined with your palm down. The first
joint of your forefinger touches the rear of the receiver and your forearm is held parallel to the
deck. Turn your head and eyes toward the person or color you are saluting.
Resume your original position upon the command “Ready, TWO.”

Order Arms.

Right Shoulder Arms

Left Shoulder Arms

Trail Arms.

Figure 3-14.—-Rifle Salutes.

EXAMPLE QUESTIONS THE SIGNING CADET CAN ASK AND PROPER RESPONSES

WHAT IS YOUR 8TH ORDER TO THE SENTRY?
(RANK/ TITLE), THIS CADET’S 8TH ORDER TO THE SENTRY IS……….
WHAT PAYGRADE IS A PETTY OFFICER FIRST CLASS IN THE US NAVY?
(RANK/ TITLE), THE PAYGRADE OF A PETTY OFFICER FIRST CLASS IN THE US NAVY IS ………
WHAT WORD REPRESENTS THE “S” IN THE PHONETIC ALPHABET?
(RANK/ TITLE), THE WORD __________ REPRESENTS THE “S” IN THE PHONETIC ALPHABET.
HOW MANY GOLD BARS DOES A CADET LIUETENANT WEAR?
(RANK/ TITLE), A CADET LIEUTENANT WEARS ______ GOLD BARS.
WHAT IS THE COMMAND OF EXECUTION IN THE COMMAND “TO THE REAR, MARCH”?
(RANK/ TITLE), THE COMMAND OF EXECUTION IN THE COMMAND “TO THE REAR, MARCH” IS …
WHAT IS AN EXAMPLE OF A PREPATORY COMMAND?
(RANK/ TITLE), AN EXAMPLE OF A PREPATORY COMMAND COULD BE…..
HOW MANY INCHES IS DISTANCE BETWEEN CADETS?
(RANK/ TITLE), DISTANCE IS _________ INCHES BETWEEN CADETS.
IN A RIGHT OBLIQUE, THE PLATOON WILL PIVOT AT WHAT ANGLE?
(RANK/ TITLE), THE PLATOON WILL PIVOT AT A ______ DEGREE ANGLE.
HOW MANY ROCKERS DOES A GUNNERY SERGEANT HAVE?
(RANK/ TITLE), A GUNNERY SERGEANT HAS _______ ROCKERS.

